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Social games in a social network
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We study an evolutionary version of the Prisoner’s Dilemma game, played by agents placed in a small-world
network. Agents are able to change their strategy, imitating that of the most successful neighbor. We observe
that different topologies, ranging from regular lattices to random graphs, produce a variety of emergent
behaviors. This is a contribution towards the study of social phenomena and transitions governed by the
topology of the community.
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The search for models that account for the complex
havior of biological, social, and economic systems has b
the motivation of much interdisciplinary work in the la
decade@1#. In particular, the emergence of altruistic or c
operative behavior is a favorite problem of game theoret
approaches@2#. In this context, the Prisoner’s Dilemma gam
@3# has been widely studied in different versions, as a st
dard model for the confrontation between cooperative
selfish behaviors, the latter manifested by a defecting a
tude, aspiring to obtain the greatest benefit from the inte
tion with another individual. It is usually implemented
zero dimensional systems, where every player can inte
with any other. It has also been studied on a regular latt
where a player can interact with its nearest neighbors in
array@4#. In a regular lattice the concept of ak-neighborhood
is straightforward. It is composed of thek nearest individuals
to a given one. However, social situations are rarely w
described by such extreme networks. The topology of so
communities is much better described by what has b
called small-world networks@5,6#. In the version of small
worlds that we use in this work, the ‘‘regular’
k-neighborhood of an individual is modified by breaking
fraction of itsk original links. An equal amount of new link
are created, adding to the neighborhood a set of individu
randomly selected from the whole system.

We have studied a simple model of an evolutionary v
sion of the Prisoner’s Dilemma game played in small-wo
networks. The Prisoner’s Dilemma was chosen as a p
digm of a system capable to display both cooperative
competitive behaviors@7#. The evolutionary dynamics is
implemented by an imitation behavior. It is important to n
tice that, contrary to theiterated version of the game, ou
players do not remember past encounters. The emergen
cooperation is only due to the spatial organization of
players. This is the main rationale behind the study of
influence of the topological aspects of the community. W
have explored different topologies, ranging from a regu
lattice to random graphs, going through the small worlds.
have found surprising collective behaviors corresponding
the small-world systems, as evidenced by the enhancem
of defection in situations where cooperation is the norm.
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We set up a system ofN players arranged at the vertice
of a network ~as described below!. Each player is a pure
strategist, adopting either a cooperative or a defecting s
egy. Each vertex is connected, on average, to other 2K ver-
tices, which we call its neighbors. The edges connecting
vertices enable the interaction between players. A round
play consists of the confrontation of every player with all
neighbors. Each one of these produces a profit for the pla
computed with the payoff matrix

C D

C r s

D t p. ~1!

Each element in the payoff matrix represents the payoff o
player performing the strategy at left, when confronting
player that performs the strategy above. A defectorD obtains
t, the temptation to defect, when its opponent is a cooper
(C), who getss, the sucker’s payoff. Each of two cooper
tors obtains a rewardr, while each of two defectors is pun
ished with p. The Prisoner’s Dilemma is played witht.r
.p.s and 2r .t1s. In this work we use a simplified ver
sion of the game, assuming thats5p50, r 51. All the in-
teresting features of the game are preserved@4#, and we are
left with a single parameter to play with.

Let’s represent the players with two-component vectorsx,
taking the values (1,0) forC-strategists and (0,1) fo
D-strategists. The payoff matrix is

A5S 1 0

t 0D . ~2!

As a result of the confrontation with its neighbors in a sing
round, at timet, each player collects a payoff

Pi~t!5 (
j PV i

xiAxj
T , ~3!

whereV i is the set of neighbors of elementi. Pi is the profit
earned by a player in a time step, and it is not accumula
from round to round.

After this, the players are allowed to inspect the pro
collected by its neighbors in that round, adopting the strat
of the wealthiest among them for the next round of play.
there is a draw between more than one neighbor, one of t
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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is chosen at random to be imitated. If the element un
consideration is itself one of the winners of the round,
keeps its own strategy. That is, explicitly writing the tim
dependence of the strategies,

xi~t11!5H xi~t! if Pi~t!>max~PPV i !

xj~t! if j PV i and Pj~t!5max~PPV i !.

We have found that a small amount of noise is essentia
prevent the system from falling in a frozen state. After
round of play, we chose one element at random and flip
strategy. This is enough to keep the system out of equ
rium and allow transitions between different states.

As a playground for our system, we have used a family
small-world networks that depend on a parametere @6#. We
start from a regular, one-dimensional, periodic lattice of
ordination number 2K. We then run sequentially throug
each of the sites, rewiringK of its links with probabilitye.
Running from 0 to 1, this parameter changes the wiring pr
erties of the network, ranging from a completely order
lattice ate50, to a random network ate51. Intermediate
values ofe produce a continuous spectrum of small-wo
networks. Double connections between sites, as well as
connection of a site with itself, are avoided in the constr
tion of the network. Since we neither destroy nor cre
links, the resulting network has an average coordinat
number 2K, equal to the initial one. This method, howeve
can produce disconnected graphs, which we have avoide
our analysis. Note thate is related to the fraction of modified
regular links.

Two magnitudes characterize the topological propertie
the small-world networks generated by the indicated pro
dure. One of them,L(e), measures the typical separatio
between any pair of elements in the network. The oth
C(e), measures the clustering of an element’s neighborh
@6#. Ordered lattices are highly clustered, and have largeL.
Random graphs have short characteristic length and s
clusterization. In between, small worlds can be character
by a high clusterization~like lattices! and short path length
~like random networks!.

The opposing tendencies of cooperation and defec
perform differently for different payoff tables and differe
topologies, through the values oft and e. Disregardinge,
one may qualitatively expect that, for sufficiently high valu
of t it would pay to defect while, for low values oft, it would
be worth it to cooperate. In either of these two extremes,
system would collapse to a state formed only by defectors~in
the first case! or only by cooperators~in the second case!.
For intermediate values oft, the system would settle into
mixed state consisting of cooperators and defectors. Co
erators would thrive through the formation of clusters, wh
can resist the invasion by defectors. The dependency on
topology of the network appears on top of these three
gimes. From the structure of the payoff matrix one may c
jecture that the high values oft referred to above will be
aroundt52 ~where a defector earns twice as much as a p
of cooperators!. Correspondingly, the low values oft will be
aroundt51 ~where a single cooperator earns more tha
defector!.
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In the following we show the results of simulations pe
formed in systems with 1000 elements. The initial strateg
are assigned at random with equal probability. Then sev
hundred rounds are played to allow for an asymptotic reg
to be achieved. All the results shown are averages over r
izations where both the networks and the initial conditio
are randomly chosen, excluding all disconnected gra
from our analysis.

The number of cooperators and defectors are fluctua
variables, with bell shaped distributions. In Fig. 1 we sho
the average fraction of defectors in systems withK52, that
is, systems with an average coordination number of 4. F
curves are shown as a function of the parametert. Each curve
corresponds to a network characterized by the paramete
shown in the legend. All the curves show a growth in t
fraction of defectors for growing values oft, as expected. We
can see, however, that the small world corresponding te
50.1 displays an enhanced number of defectors at value
t around 1.2. For systems with a fixedK and a fixedt, this
means that the existence of a small-world topology withe
;0.1 represents that nearly 40% of the population adopts
defecting strategy, against the 20% of more regular or m
random networks.~Note that, in Fig. 1, we have include
values of t lower than 1, where the game is not a prop
Prisoner’s Dilemma, since the reward for cooperation
greater that the temptation to defect. We have done so
cause the state of the system att51, for all values ofe, still
contains a small fraction of defectors. We wanted to str
that for low enough values oft the state is complete coop
eration.!

In Fig. 2 we show a plot of the same system, but with t
fraction of defectors as a function ofe, to emphasize the
changes in behavior as the structure of the network var
The four curves correspond to different coordination nu
bers. The game corresponds to the valuet51.2 in the payoff
matrix, so that the curve withK52 is a slice of Fig. 1 cut at
t51.2. Note that only this curve has a clear high peak

FIG. 1. Fraction of defectors as a function of the temptation
defectt, for different values of the rewiring probabilitye ~as shown
in the legend!. The results correspond to ten independent reali
tions of 1000 elements, run for 500 rounds after a transient of
rounds. Note that the range oft extends to values lower than 1
where the game is not a proper Prisoner’s Dilemma.
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defectors centered neare50.1. Systems withK53 have a
downward peak instead, in the region of small worlds, in
cating a slight enhancement of the cooperative strategy.
K54 we can see again a small peak of defectors. Syst
with K55 and greater~not shown! display a monotonic be
havior in e.

Some conjecture on the origin of these features may
appropriate here. We think that the competition between
stability of clusters of cooperators and their exploitation
neighbor defectors at the borders contributes to the feat
observed here. WhenK52, the cooperators survive in sma
compact groups. Ase grows, these groups can be formed
elements widely dispersed in the system, where they
have more defector neighbors to compete with. In this w
there will be less configurations to support them and, con
quently, more defectors in the system. Fore even greater,
and more long range links, cooperators may start to rec
nect and survive the competition with the defectors. Wh
K.2, the cooperators can only survive in larger grou
because defecting neighbors at the border of a group
penetrate deeper. Whene grows, cooperators belonging t
faraway groups may become connected to form large clus
able to survive. The fact thatK53 at t51.2 shows a slight
decreasein the fraction of defectors at intermediate values
e remains, however, unexplained in this picture. At oth
values oft, we observed that the system withK53 performs
like that withK52; namely, with an enhancement of defe
tor at intermediate values ofe.

Also, we have observed that, for every system, there
fluctuating number of ‘‘unsatisfied’’ elements that chan

FIG. 2. Fraction of defectors as a function of the rewiring pro
ability e, for different values ofK ~as shown in the legend!. The
results are derived from ten independent realizations of 1000
ments, run for 1000 rounds after a transient of 1000 rounds. Ga
played witht51.2.
s
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their strategy. There is a Gaussian distribution of these
satisfied elements, whose mean increases withe, as shown in
Fig. 3. This behavior is observed for all values ofK and oft;
namely, that regular lattices contain a smaller number of
satisfied elements than random networks, with small wor
in between.

Most of what is analytically known about small world
refers to the distribution of shortest paths between pairs
elements~see, for example,@8–10#!. It is known that regular
lattices stand apart from even infinitesimally rewired sm
worlds, that behave like random networks. The existence
phenomenon such as the enhancement of defectors dens
a finite value ofe, as shown in this work, points to th
existence of an interesting phenomenology in small worl
The broad spectrum of behaviors of a given system a
function of the topological features of the network is t
main aspect that we want to emphasize. This suggests
possibility of modeling a certain system featuring we
known interactions and analyzing the influence of the p
ticular organization the community. Moreover, the possib
ity of a self-organizing network with changing links open
the possibility of modeling more realistically social and ec
nomical situations@11#. At this point we can state that th
self-organization of the network can lead to a nontrivial b
havior of the whole system. Another interesting example
this statement would be a simple SIR model for the pro
gation of an epidemic. This is the subject of work underw
@12#.

The authors thank Damia´n H. Zanette for interesting dis
cussions.
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FIG. 3. Distribution of the fraction of ‘‘unsatisfied’’ or active
elements, for different values of the rewiring probabilitye ~as
shown in the legend!. The results correspond to 100 independe
realizations of 1000 elements, run for 1000 rounds after a trans
of 1000 rounds, witht51.2.
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